In order to make the life of the Faculty and staff more pleasant during the year, the Lounge Committee has--

--Provided coffee and rolls during registration period, both semesters;

--Served coffee preceding all Faculty Meetings, and usually one other time during the month;

--Given a Thanksgiving Tea and a Christmas Party;

--Provided a monthly coffee service for the Retired Teachers group;

--Provided a meeting spot which may be reserved by special groups, and which has been so reserved on the average of about twice-weekly. (This usage included a tea for the Peace Corps.);

--Distributed a copy of the rules and regulations of the Faculty Lounge to all members of the Faculty and staff this fall;

--Arranged and paid for the cleaning of the over-stuffed furniture and the drapes during the summer, so that the Lounge would be more hospitably attractive;

--Made purchase of six new chairs, and of wood for the fireplace, for use of social functions during the fall and winter;

--Arranged for the rental of a coffee and hot-chocolate dispensing machine this summer, since the duties and responsibilities of supplying coffee for the increasing number of Faculty and staff became prohibitive in time and energy;

--Provided a quiet retreat for small groups of Faculty and staff for friendly visiting throughout the year.
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